Objections to the claim of a global conspiracy
Introduction
The majority of people do not believe that there is a cabal of super-rich people controlling
world events and commanding nations. However, since Covid, this number is decreasing
daily.
This paper seeks to answer the objections of such folk.

The proposal objected to
The secular argument
There is a cabal of bankers, financiers, aristocrats, corporatists, politicians, Talmudic Jews,
Kabbalists, Freemasons, Jesuits and others that are really in control of the world.
Estimates vary but suggestions are that this number is between 5,000 and 12,000 people
in all. It involves a pyramidal authority system with the top ranks allegedly numbering 300
people with possibly a very top rank of 13 people. These people control currency and
economies, initiate booms, busts and recessions, foment rebellions and coups, start wars
and create divisions in Western society in order to fragment it to enable a social
reformation.
The global Elite are based in a variety of organisations that control various aspects of the
world (economics, politics, foreign policy, domestic policy etc.). Some of these
organisations include: The Council on Foreign Relations, The Bilderberger Group, The
Club of Rome, the Club of the Isles and many more. Secret services are a covert operation
of these groups, most notably MI5/6, Mossad and the CIA.
These people are mostly Luciferians (effectively Satanists) and are all arrogant
psychopaths intent on evil. Many of their policies involve occultism in their outworking.
This includes Freemasonic witchcraft, Kabbalism, Gnosticism, Luciferianism, New Ageism,
Theosophy, Rosicrucianism and outright Satanism. This is evidenced in the multiplicity of
occult symbolism used in their endeavours and visible everywhere.
Their chief goal is the creation of a totalitarian world empire that they rule over with
citizens being their slaves (drones). This will be a technocratic, eugenic, Malthusian, fascist
society completely controlled by a global Elite.
Citizens will be corralled into densely concentrated, artificial urban areas that can be
dominated by technology and AI.1 People will be chipped or vaccinated to have internal
digital control and surveillance mechanisms for constant monitoring. There will be a social
credit system to effect this social control and ultimately a Universal Income. Effectively, it
is Communism on steroids.
In order to achieve their aims the Elite requires the depopulation of the world. According
to their Malthusian predilections, they seek to reduce the global population to 500 million
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people2 (the required amount to do the work that robots and computers cannot do, such as
mine lithium). Therefore, their aim is to get rid of 7.5 billion people. They do this through
needless wars, vaccination programmes, created sicknesses (especially cancer), ineffective
medical protocols that cause harm (e.g. chemotherapy), create plagues (e.g. Covid) and so
on.
To control the population now they instigate programmes to create total fear. Fear ensures
a dormant, docile, compliant population. This fearmongering includes: fear of serial killers
on the loose everywhere. Fear of a horrible death from Covid-19. Fear of ISIS. Fear of
Saddam Hussein’s false weapons of mass destruction. Fear of multiple terrorists.
In addition, the population is controlled through programmes of mass conditioning in the
education systems from kindergarten to university. Students are dumbed-down,
brainwashed, taught to be compliant, taught to accept what they are told instead of
thinking critically and independently, taught to focus on their rights and become selfish
instead of learning their social responsibilities, taught to accept the various social
programmes of the Elite (e.g. Gay rights, radical Feminism, LGBTQ, BLM, irresponsible
multiculturalism, climate change, Net Zero, diversity quotas, mass immigration, denial of
free speech etc.). By adulthood such people are drones in a society dominated by the Elite,
acting irrationally and illogically; sensitised to victimhood and rage.
In summary the global Elite are:
 Psychopaths.
 Super-rich.
 Owners of global corporations.
 Luciferians / Satanists.
 Intent on world domination.
 Desire the death of 7.5 billion people.
 Seek to control populations by internal digital systems and total surveillance.
 Seek to move the world pollution into dystopian mega cities and prohibit access to the
countryside; which will become parks for the Elite.
 Seek to bring in a global currency (CBDC), global religion, global medical control, and
global political control.
The Biblical position
Satan, throughout ancient history, sought to gather the nations of the world into a global
empire that he could rule in defiance of God. He made claim to own the world3 and sought
to gather all men under his practical control in rebellion to God the Creator and true owner
of the world.4
Thus the Bible shows us multiple empires that grew up, caused harm and then faded away.
None of them lasted because God restricted their growth and terminated them according
2 See the

Georgia Guidestones (granite monoliths, before they were destroyed).
Matt 4:8-9, ‘The devil took Him up on an exceedingly high mountain, and showed Him all the kingdoms
of the world and their glory. And he said to Him, "All these things I will give You if You will fall down and
worship me."’ Eph 2:2, ‘the course of this world, according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit
who now works in the sons of disobedience’. Jn 12:31, ‘Now is the judgment of this world; now the ruler of
this world will be cast out’. NB: Satan rules the world in practice through sin; he controls sinners. He does
not own the world. He is therefore a usurper.
4 Ps 24:1, ‘The earth is the LORD's, and all its fullness, The world and those who dwell therein’. Ps 50:12,
‘the world is Mine, and all its fullness’. Exod 9:29, ‘the earth is the LORD's’. Deut 10:14, ‘Indeed heaven
and the highest heavens belong to the LORD your God, also the earth with all that is in it’.
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to his purpose.5 These Biblical empires are Babylonia, Assyria, Medo-Persia
(Achmaemenid), Greek (Macedonian), and Rome. The curtailing of attempted world
empires was part of the binding of Satan.6
In God’s purpose, however, the Devil will be allowed to build a final empire that this time
will be global in scope. This is when the bonds of the Devil are released. 7 This is to allow
the sin of man and demons to come to fulness and then be terminated and ushered into the
Final Judgment. This is the harvest of sinners.8 This empire is spoken of as a falling away
(from God’s order),9 the revealing of ‘the man of sin’, the great tribulation,10 and
symbolically as an end time Babylon.11
The characteristics of the final sinful empire are:
 Complete submission to Satan.12
 The working of Satan is chiefly by deception.13
 Rulership of the world through satanic proxies. These are usually called kings or
rulers.14 This is, in effect, the global Elite; the people that really rule over governments.
 World leadership is symbolically spoken as being in the hands of the beast from the
sea.15 This is the representation of world political power given completely over to sin
and service of Satan (who is rendered typically as ‘the Dragon’ in Revelation).
 The beast is aided by the false prophet, the second beast from the Earth. This is the
control of the world’s religious system, given up to worship the first beast, and
therefore Satan.16 This satanic worship system is thrived upon by demons.17
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Rev 20:3, ‘he cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up, and set a seal on him, so that he should
deceive the nations no more till the thousand years were finished’.
6 Rev 20:2-3, ‘He laid hold of the dragon, that serpent of old, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for
a thousand years; [the Gospel age] and he cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up, and set a seal on
him, so that he should deceive the nations no more till the thousand years were finished. But after these
things he must be released for a little while.
7 Rev 20:3, ‘he should deceive the nations no more till the thousand years were finished. But after these
things he must be released for a little while.
8 Rev 14:15-16, ‘And another angel came out of the temple, crying with a loud voice to Him who sat on the
cloud, "Thrust in Your sickle and reap, for the time has come for You to reap, for the harvest of the earth is
ripe." So He who sat on the cloud thrust in His sickle on the earth, and the earth was reaped’.
9 2 Thess 2:3, ‘Let no one deceive you by any means; for that Day will not come unless the falling away
comes first, and the man of sin is revealed, the son of perdition’.
10 Matt 24:21, ‘For then there will be great tribulation, such as has not been since the beginning of the world
until this time, no, nor ever shall be’. Jesus compresses two concepts in this discourse: 1) the end of
Jerusalem in 70AD, and, 2) the end of the world. The catastrophe of the fall of Jerusalem is a picture of the
end time tribulation of the church.
11 Rev 14:8, 16:19, 17:5, 18:2, 10, 21.
12 1 Jn 5:19, ‘the whole world lies under the sway of the wicked one’.
13 Rev 12:9, ‘So the great dragon was cast out, that serpent of old, called the Devil and Satan, who deceives
the whole world; he was cast to the earth, and his angels were cast out with him’.
14 Rev 17:1-2, ‘Come, I will show you the judgment of the great harlot who sits on many waters, with whom
the kings of the earth committed fornication’. Rev 17:12, ‘The ten horns which you saw are ten kings who
have received no kingdom as yet, but they receive authority for one hour as kings with the beast’.
15 Rev 13:1-4, ‘Then I stood on the sand of the sea. And I saw a beast rising up out of the sea, having seven
heads and ten horns, and on his horns ten crowns, and on his heads a blasphemous name. Now the beast
which I saw was like a leopard, his feet were like the feet of a bear, and his mouth like the mouth of a lion.
The dragon gave him his power, his throne, and great authority. … So they worshiped the dragon who gave
authority to the beast; and they worshiped the beast, saying, "Who is like the beast? Who is able to make war
with him?"’.
16 Rev 13:11-12, ‘Then I saw another beast coming up out of the earth, and he had two horns like a lamb and
spoke like a dragon. And he exercises all the authority of the first beast in his presence, and causes the earth
and those who dwell in it to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was healed’.
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Satanic war against Christians.18
The world considers that the church is destroyed.19
This world empire is characterised by hedonism, luxury, selfishness, fornication, and all
wickedness. It is dominated by sorcery. It is utterly demonic.20
At the end, Jesus returns to the Earth in glory with his angels and saints, 21 and utterly
destroys Satan, and his authorities, by the breath of his mouth.22 The world is burned
up.23
A new world is created, a restored Earth, inhabited by Christians who fellowship with
God, who dwells with man. This is heaven on Earth.

The question remains, ‘where are we in this scheme today’? The answer is that we are in
the preparation of this final world empire. The Devil was released from bondage in the
17

Lev 17:7, ‘They shall no more offer their sacrifices to demons’. Deut 32:17, ‘They sacrificed to demons,
not to God, To gods they did not know’. 2 Chron 11:15, ‘Then he appointed for himself priests for the high
places, for the demons, and the calf idols which he had made’. 1 Cor 10:20, ‘he things which the Gentiles
sacrifice they sacrifice to demons and not to God’. 1 Tim 4:1, ‘Now the Spirit expressly says that in latter
times some will depart from the faith, giving heed to deceiving spirits and doctrines of demons’. Rev 9:20,
‘hey should not worship demons, and idols of gold, silver, brass, stone, and wood, which can neither see nor
hear nor walk’.
18 Rev 12:17, ‘And the dragon was enraged with the woman, and he went to make war with the rest of her
offspring, who keep the commandments of God and have the testimony of Jesus Christ’. Rev 11:7-8, ‘the
beast that ascends out of the bottomless pit will make war against them, overcome them, and kill them. And
their dead bodies will lie in the street of the great city which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, where also
our Lord was crucified’. Rev 13:7, ‘It was granted to him to make war with the saints and to overcome them.
And authority was given him over every tribe, tongue, and nation’. Rev 17:6, ‘I saw the woman, drunk with
the blood of the saints and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus’. Rev 17:14, ‘These will make war with the
Lamb’. Matt 24:9, ‘They will deliver you up to tribulation and kill you, and you will be hated by all nations
for My name's sake’. Mk 13:9, 12-13, ‘watch out for yourselves, for they will deliver you up to councils, and
you will be beaten in the synagogues. You will be brought before rulers and kings for My sake, for a testimony
to them … brother will betray brother to death, and a father his child; and children will rise up against
parents and cause them to be put to death. And you will be hated by all for My name's sake’.
19 Rev 11:8, ‘And their dead bodies will lie in the street of the great city which spiritually is called Sodom and
Egypt’.
20 Rev 18:2, ‘Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and has become a dwelling place of demons, a prison for
every foul spirit, and a cage for every unclean and hated bird!’ Rev 14:8, ‘Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that
great city, because she has made all nations drink of the wine of the wrath of her fornication.’ Rev 18:23, ‘by
your sorcery all the nations were deceived’. Rev 18:11-16, ‘And the merchants of the earth will weep and
mourn over her, for no one buys their merchandise anymore: merchandise of gold and silver, precious stones
and pearls, fine linen and purple, silk and scarlet, every kind of citron wood, every kind of object of ivory,
every kind of object of most precious wood, bronze, iron, and marble; and cinnamon and incense, fragrant oil
and frankincense, wine and oil, fine flour and wheat, cattle and sheep, horses and chariots, and bodies and
souls of men. The fruit that your soul longed for has gone from you, and all the things which are rich and
splendid have gone from you, and you shall find them no more at all. … and saying, “Alas, alas, that great city
that was clothed in fine linen, purple, and scarlet, and adorned with gold and precious stones and pearls!”’.
21 1 Thess 4:15-17, ‘For this we say to you by the word of the Lord, that we who are alive and remain until
the coming of the Lord will by no means precede those who are asleep. For the Lord Himself will descend
from heaven with a shout, with the voice of an archangel, and with the trumpet of God. And the dead in
Christ will rise first. Then we who are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds to
meet the Lord in the air. And thus we shall always be with the Lord’.
22 2 Thess 2:8, ‘And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord will consume with the breath of
His mouth and destroy with the brightness of His coming’.
23 2 Pt 3:7, ‘But the heavens and the earth which are now preserved by the same word, are reserved for fire
until the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men’. 2 Pt 3:12, ‘looking for and hastening the coming of
the day of God, because of which the heavens will be dissolved, being on fire, and the elements will melt with
fervent heat?
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mid-1800s (according to me) and from that time the world dramatically changed.
Technology accelerated beyond belief so that within 100 years or so man went from riding
horses to flying in space. Brutality and genocide in wars also increased in horrific ways.
Then there was the proliferation of all sorts of sects, cults and false religions. To this was
added the resurgence of paganism, occultism, witchcraft and associated subjects. Then
there was the denuding of public morality, the legalisation of homosexuality, the free love
society and rampant fornication. We could go on. All this was the fruit of the release of
Satan.
While society was morally crumbling and the hold of Christianity over society being
eroded, the Devil was working through his proxies to build the world empire very slowly
and strategically according to a long term plan. This involved taking control of the
monetary systems (e.g. the Federal Reserve in 1913), banking (e.g. the Bank of
International Settlements), national governments, the medical system (from 1910), the
news media, the entertainment industry, the education systems, the economic systems and
so on. National leaders or other leading figures that hindered this progress were
assassinated (such as Abraham Lincoln, JF Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, Martin Luther
King, Saddam Hussein, Mu'ammer Muhammad al Gaddafi, etc.).
This is the effect of globalisation, the centralisation of the world into the hands of a very
few men. Virtually all the corporations and businesses in the world are in the hands of a
very small group of men and centred in a handful of global investment corporations, such
as Blackrock, Vanguard or State Street. World medical responses are now centred in the
hands of the corrupt WHO. 179 nations or so are under the sway of the United Nations. All
medicine and many treatments are under the control of Big Pharma, a centralised system
run by a few medical corporations. The media is controlled by five large companies. The
World Economic Forum controls the policy agendas of many nations, with direct control of
national leaders like Justin Trudeau or Jacinda Ardern.
These are all strands of a growing global control centred in a few people and ultimately
dominated by Satan who controls these people. At the top are a small group of super-rich
men that control many of these global corporations, such as the Rothschilds or the
Rockefellers. Underlings lower down the pecking order include: Bill Gates, and Klaus
Schwab. The effect is that these men can control national government policy and the way
that populations think. Deception reigns.
The social and political policies that are instigated to bring control over nations also have a
concomitant objective of helping to destroy Christianity – a prime satanic goal. So,
destroying free speech also stops people preaching the Gospel in public. Adopting Gay
marriage and easing divorce laws helps to destroy Christian marriage. Allowing abortion
kills babies that are cared for by God. Sexual abuse of children ruins those loved by God. 24
Hate and discrimination laws prohibit the reading of the Bible in public.
So the Biblical view of end-time events closely compares with the secular view of a global
conspiracy.
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Matt 18:4-6, ‘Therefore whoever humbles himself as this little child is the greatest in the kingdom of
heaven. Whoever receives one little child like this in My name receives Me. But whoever causes one of these
little ones who believe in Me to sin, it would be better for him if a millstone were hung around his neck, and
he were drowned in the depth of the sea.’
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Objections against this
It is not possible that a few people could control multiple nations
Why not? There is nothing to stop this happening.
In the past emperors controlled the affairs of many nations under their sway. The end-time
empire is this on a bigger scale and helped by technology. All you have to do is control or
compromise certain key leaders in government. The WEF controls the Canadian
government; Schwab admitted this openly. Trudeau is a graduate of the WEF global
leaders training scheme and is obsessed with Schwab while Schwab admitted that the WEF
controlled over half the Canadian Cabinet. This is why Canada is plunging into a morass of
dictatorial policies.
Nations are already under the control of global organisations, some by legal treaty, such as
the UN, the WHO, the IMF etc. Other bodies have a huge lobbying influence over multiple
nations, such as the WEF, GAVI, CEPI etc. Central banks (under the control of the BIS)
effectively control the economics and monetary systems of most of the countries of the
world.
In reality, certain organisations already control most of the policies of nations. If a few men
also controlled these organisations (I claim that they do) then a few people already have
effective control over most domestic and foreign policy.
This is why multiple polices are enacted by governments that are: 1) not wanted by the
population. 2) Were not voted for by the population. 3) Were not discussed adequately in
national parliaments. 4) Work against the interests of the population. This would include:
banning petrol cars in 2030-35 and only providing electric vehicles. Mass vaccination
programmes that cause harm. Lockdown policies and social restrictions that have
devastating effects. Transgender policies. Introducing eating insects. Causing high
inflation through printing too much money. We could go on.
National problems, such as Net Zero ramifications or the Covid crisis failures, were
the result of governmental incompetence not a higher level of control.
This is not logical.
Action in unison
First, we have the fact that all nations in the West, and elsewhere, sang to the same hymn
sheet in their broadcasts, This was especially evident during the Covid crisis. Government
spokesmen even used the exact same phrases as slogans, such as ‘Build back better’ (what
does that even mean?).
All nations acted the same way in the Covid crisis. It is not possible that all national
governments were equally incompetent in exactly the same way at exactly the same time.
Following experts
Secondly, the governments boasted that they were following the science and heeding the
voice of experts (such as in the Covid crisis). If this were true (it isn’t), then there should be
no incompetent decisions because leaders were following expert opinion.
Ditching trusted policies
Thirdly, leaders acted contrary to the voice of previous established safe polices (such as the
Pandemic Preparedness Plan) and regulatory bodies (such as ignoring PHE that reduced
Covid from being a serious infectious disease). This meant that they deliberately acted in
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opposition to safe and trusted policies. Something made them act wrongly. It was
deliberate. It is not incompetence to overturn a previously agreed, logical, effective strategy
and bring in a completely new, untried, untested, illogical programme, contrary to
epidemiological evidence instead. It is deliberate.
Everyone did the same thing
Fourthly, virtually all the nations acted wrongly in exactly the same novel way during
Covid (lockdowns, facemasks, social distancing). This was according to previous
determined strategies going back 20 years and evidenced in numerous documents and
events, such as Event 201. What happened to Britain in 2020 exactly followed
predetermined strategies put together by Elite entities, such as Bill Gates, Johns Hopkins
University and the Rockefeller Foundation.
This cannot be incompetence. It is deliberately enacting a pre-prepared plan.
If there were a global controlling cabal, they would make mistakes.
Yes, and in fact they do. They make many mistakes but they have an efficient system to
cover their tracks.
For instance killing Princess Diana was a mistake because far too many people saw
through the charade and saw that it was murder. Even the coroner did not say that it was
an accident. But the Elite controlled the media narrative and everything associated with it.
The majority of people just accept what the media says. The Elite also control the justice
system (which is why it is so corrupt) and court cases alleging a conspiracy were squashed.
There would be whistleblowers affirming the conspiracy.
There have been for many years, but these are silenced, defamed, smeared and
assassinated. Bill Cooper is a good example. After exposing the Elite, based on his
experiences in the US Navy,25 he was shot in the head at his own doorstep by a policeman.
Edward Snowden was forced to flee to Russia for exposing the illegal surveillance of the
state over American people. Seth Rich exposed Hilary Clinton’s email scandal and
Democrat fraud and was immediately murdered; then the assassins were also murdered (a
classic cover up). Julian Assange was incarcerated for 15 years, imprisoned for 3 years and
extradited to America for doing journalism. Multiple YouTube channels that expose the
Deep State have been arbitrarily deleted, as have Twitter feeds and Facebook posts.
Whistleblowers are silenced.
There is no proof.
There is lots of evidence if people could be bothered to look for it. People that use this
criticism do not bother.
First there is a welter of circumstantial evidence. Circumstantial evidence is convicting if
there is enough of it. It is wrong to say that it is weak. The evidence for the resurrection is
circumstantial but it is overwhelming.
Second, there is a great deal of personal testimony of investigators. This tends to get
quickly censored but it is available to find. It is now accepted that the Gulf of Tonkin
incident (which started the Vietnam War in earnest) was a complete fabrication. For years
journalists that suggested this were trashed. This proves that Elite and media conspired to
lie for decades. Lockdowns have now been proved to be a disaster; even described as the
25 See his

book, ‘Behold, a pale horse’.
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biggest catastrophe in human history;26 yet for two years people that claimed this (like me)
were castigated, smeared, censored and deleted as liars. The Elite-controlled medics and
media lied to us.
There is also the testimony of victims. Multiple victims of the Elite (especially victims of
child abuse) have come forward and given their testimony to courts and in affidavits. All
over the world non-connected victims have given the same story and often named the same
names of perpetrators. Many victims from different regions of the UK named Jimmy Savile
and certain VIPs as sexual abusers of children. These were dismissed by the police in his
lifetime (as all cases are) but time has proven them correct.
Then there is the testimony of insiders, people within the Elite that have either left or are
boasting about Elite exploits. There is a great deal of this also. For example, Bernard
Bernanke (Federal Reserve) publicly admitted that the Fed caused the Great Depression by
contracting the money supply. People that previously suggested this were trashed as
nutters.
There is also the evidence of information gathering that collates into a bigger picture.
When you collate the data regarding various Elite operations, such as 9/11 or the Iraq War
you start to find patterns that point to a superior conspiracy involving people with the
same interests.
Then there is the matter of control. Investigations show that the same few people control
the media, entertainment, Big Pharma, the Forex, Wall Street, the central banks, the BIS,
the price of diamonds, and many other organisations. A few people control everything.
This is not a conspiracy theory, it is a fact that can be established through checking the
business records.
Finally there are multiple books, films and videos exposing the various actions and history
of the global Elite. Most of these are credible writings by professionals or people with prior
valid experience, such as William Guy Carr with a background in the US military. For
instance, Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth are professionals that have exposed the
plethora of lies about 9/11 proving that the government narrative is a complete pack of lies.
A group of psychopathic people with immense power pulled this off and it had to have
complicity with numerous establishment / government departments.
It’s just a conspiracy theory.
This is just a nonsense term invented by the CIA after the assassination of JFK to deter
those that denied the official narrative. We now have cast iron proof that JFK’s
assassination was an inside job.
There are conspiracies, which are quite real, and there are theories, which require
evidence. The global Elite is either a conspiracy or an ordinary theory.
The global conspiracy is actually a fact. It is proven in multiple ways: circumstantial
evidence, witness testimony, confessions of former members, and collation of
observations. According to the principle of the scientific method, all this gathered
information equates to proof of a conspiracy involving elite people.
Why is it not more obvious to people if it is real?
Because the Elite is a secret society, or rather a series of associated secret societies. It is not
easy to penetrate secret societies. You cannot write a thesis on them and provide multiple
26
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published source references like any normal subject. You have to gather multiple types of
evidence and collate it; some of this, such as witness testimony, has to be anonymous to
protect the lives of whistleblowers and thus cannot be sourced.
These groups go to great lengths in order to hide their activities and plans. This is why
investigators have to go to even greater lengths to uncover the truth. The best investigators
prove that they are far more intelligent than the bigwigs in the global Elite. They work far
harder and more intelligently in order to publish the truth and uncover the lies.
Summary
The usual objections proffered to deny the global conspiracy hold no water. All the
objections can be answered. Essentially, objectors need to do more homework and not
castigate those explaining the conspiracy.

Suggested studies to show factors in an overarching conspiracy
Economics
 The creation of money as debt. The Fractional Reserve system. Bail-ins. The history
and ownership of the Federal Reserve. The Bank of International Settlements. Taking
the dollar off the gold standard. The Petro-Dollar. Central Bank Digital Currency.
 Why did the government print so much money in Quantitative Easing despite
warnings from economists? This directly caused the current inflation.
 The control of economies. The boom and bust cycle. History of recessions. The cause of
the Great Depression. The 2008 banking crisis and the fraudulent cover up of the guilty
parties.
 Who controls the gold, silver, platinum, diamond, and precious metals industries?
World events
 Investigate the 9/11 tragedy. Look at Building 7. Look into nano-thermite. Look at the
steel structure of the towers. Remember the laws of physics.
 Investigate the Princess Diana murder. See the two letters she wrote predicting her
death by car crash. She also told friends that the royal family wanted her dead. Check
the CCTV cameras in the subway. Check the ambulance ride. Find the testimony of the
doctor that evaluated her in the car. Investigate the lies and evidence tampering
regarding the driver.
 Find the causes of WWI and WWII. Who funded both wars? Look at the propaganda.
Who started gas attacks? Investigate the Treaty of Versailles process. Investigate WWII
British carpet bombing, particularly Dresden. Who started bombing civilian areas?
Which national leader pleaded for civilian strikes to be cancelled? Investigate the
causes of the Pearl Harbour attack. Could it have been prevented? Who established
concentration camps killing 1.5 million Germans after the war ended? Who caused 6
million Germans to go to their deaths in the Soviet Union after the war ended?
 What caused the Boer War? Who invented brutal concentration camps? Who profited?
 Investigate the assassination of JF Kennedy. Look at the Zapruda film. Could Lee
Harvey Oswald have killed him? How many shooters? Which direction was the main
shooter performing the kill shot? Why was JFK killed? What was Lyndon B Johnson’s
involvement? Note the confession of LBJ’s wife. What involvement did the CIA and the
Mafia have?
 Investigate the moon landings. Could this have happened in 1969? What was the
computing power then compared to today? Why were there no images of the stars
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through the spaceship windows? Investigate the Van Allen Belt.27 Why is this
important? Investigate the NASA manual for the moon ranger vehicle. Why did the
USSR (with better technology) not go to the moon? Why did moon exploration stop
when technology has improved?
The Ukraine conflict. Check the history of Ukraine since 2014. Who caused the coup?
Investigate the persecution, starvation and killing of the Russian speaking Ukrainians
in the Donbass since 2014. Investigate the water and food embargo to the Crimea since
2014. Check the attempts of Putin to diplomatically resolve this problem in the UN and
directly for eight years. Investigate the character of Zelensky’s rule; note the treatment
of journalists, dissidents and TV stations. Investigate the character of Zelensky himself.
Who is Molonoisky? What was the impact of the first week of Russian military action?
Why did repeated peace talks/cease fires, proposed by Putin, get scuppered; who
caused this? How has the western media lied about the conflict?

America
 Foreign interference. How many coups and rebellions has America started in the last
100 years?
 How many illegal pre-emptive conflicts in foreign countries has America initiated?
 How many missile strikes, bombing strikes and drone strikes has America launched in
the last 20 years? How many nations have suffered? How many civilians have been
killed?
 What has been the involvement of the US in the Syrian conflict?
 Who funded and supported Al-Qaeda?
 How many nations has America annexed since it began?
 Has America committed genocide?
 What is Manifest Destiny?
 What happened at the battles of Sand Creek and Wounded Knee?
 How many military bases has America got and in how many countries?
 What has been the effect of using depleted uranium shells, napalm and Agent Orange
on civilian populations?
 What is the Patriot Act?
 What is the Project for a New American Century?
Israel
 What is the Yinon Plan?
 Is Israel an apartheid state? Which US president affirmed this?
 Does Israel control American politicians?
 What are the Noahide laws?
 How many Palestinians has Israel killed, tortured and maimed?
 How many Palestinian villages has Israel destroyed?
 How much land has Israel annexed since 1948?
 How many Israeli politicians and prime ministers have been murderers in terrorist
groups like the Irgun or the Stern Gang?
 Has Israel killed children and women? Has Israel murdered pregnant women? Does
Israel torture prisoners?
 Examine how Israel has deprived the Palestinians of water, power, food, medicines etc.
 Is Israel a key centre for body part trafficking?
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Do Ashkenazi Jews (the majority) have any historic right to Palestine? [Clue: Ashkenazi
Jews are not Semitic.28] Did Britain have any right to give Palestine to European Jews?
Do Ashkenazi Jews in Israel persecute Sephardim Jews, Christians, Muslims, and
Arabs?
How did the Jews come to occupy Palestine? Who facilitated it?
How many Palestinians are Christians?
Was there peace in Palestine before Israel occupied it?
What is the Jewish percentage of the population in America and Britain? Why do Jews
dominate the top positions in all areas of the establishment, media, politics,
entertainment or business?

The EU
 Who were the pioneers of the EU? What did they believe? What were their plans for
Europe? Were they altruistic?
 When did the EU (EEC) leaders plan for a federal superstate; a ‘United States of
Europe’?
 What involvement did German Nazis have in the development of the EU?
 What involvement did Communists and terrorists have in the development of the EU?
 Who really runs the EU; are they elected?
 Does the EU parliament have any real power?
 Is the EU beneficial to all member states?
 Is the EU developing a federal armed forces?
 Are the British armed forces being stripped back and made ineffectual?
 Why are British troops wearing EU shoulder flashes in war games?
Politics
 Climate Change alarmism. What is carbon dioxide; is it a problem? What was the CO2
level in past history? How much CO2 does Britain produce? What is the true global
average temperature (check satellite records, the most accurate)? What is Net Zero; is it
sensible and affordable? Check the truth about claimed global warming issues (coral
reefs, polar bears, sinking islands, wildfires etc.). Is there a climate change scientific
consensus?
 Why did the government close coal and nuclear power stations? Now we have an
energy crisis because sustainability doesn’t work. Why does Britain have so few gas
reserves?
 Sustainability issues. Check the cost of wind turbines in total. Check the CO2 cost of
building wind turbines. Are wind turbines and solar power effective in Britain? Has
Britain’s power grid become more efficient since the focus on sustainability? Have
energy costs gone down or up?
 Check out the On-line Safety Bill. Is this a good thing? What are the ramifications?
What is ‘legal but harmful’? What will be the effect on free speech?
 British politics. What is the current state of Parliament regarding democracy and
representative government? Is the government acting for the good of the British
people? What caused inflation? Were lockdowns and restrictive policies legal? Is there
an effective opposition? Can politicians be trusted? Do governments keep to their
manifestos? Why does Bill Gates have an open door to the Prime Minister; why are
their meetings not minuted?
 What is Common Law?
28
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What is the effective British Constitution?

Media
 Who owns virtually all of the mainstream media?
 Why does the BBC, and other media organisations, receive millions from Bill Gates?
 Why did the government prop up failing news organisations, like the Guardian, with
millions of funds for adverts?
 Why did the media become complicit in spreading untrue fear messages to frighten the
nation during Covid?
 Why does the media, especially the BBC, spread utter lies about Climate Change?
 Why does the media favour Black Lives Matter and Extinction Rebellion, even when
they commit criminal offences?
 Is there a progressive agenda in the media?
 Does the mainstream media tell the truth and give unbiased views?
Social issues
 Check the actions of the British police during the Covid crisis. Were they acceptable?
How many people were illegally arrested and illegally fined?
 Did the police brutalise and arrest peaceful old ladies during the Covid
demonstrations?
 Why did the police bow the knee to BLM?
 How many police officers have recently been prosecuted? How many for child abuse?
 Do the police arrest people for thought crimes? Check the College of Police guidelines
regarding ‘crime but no crime’ offences (‘non-crime hate incidents’; on-line statements
that elicited complaints but were legal).
 How many Christians have been illegally arrested for preaching the Gospel or reading
the Bible?
 How many people have been arrested for disagreeing with homosexuality
discrimination laws?
 What is homophobia, Islamophobia, transphobia?
 How many people in power can define what a woman is (clue: hardly any, including
Kier Starmer)?
 What is a woman (answer, ‘an adult, human female’ [Oxford dictionary]).
 Investigate the sexual education curriculum in state schools. Is this acceptable?
 Why is the NHS collapsing? Why is 40% of the population unable to see a doctor faceface. Why are ambulances taking an average of nearly an hour to respond (the target is
18 minutes)? How much of the NHS has already been sold off to American companies?
How much is being devolved to digital methods? How many managers are there? What
is the Long Term NHS Plan. Why does Bill Gates fund the MHRA? Why does the
MHRA take no action on vaccination adverse reaction reports? Why does the MHRA
not answer awkward questions posed by medics?
 Why is everything in the country broken? Why does nothing work anymore? Why is
customer care so appalling?
 Who set up BLM? Who funded it? Is it Marxist? Is it full of fraud?
 Who set up Extinction Rebellion? Who funded it? Why has the establishment allowed it
to flourish?
 Why has food production crashed? Why did the government pay farmers to stop
farming? Why did the government pay farmers to stop growing food and plant wild
flowers?
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Who started the transgender movement? How did it get so much attention and
traction? Does it have a bad effect on children? What are the medical ramifications?
Why is it taught in schools?
What is behind all the issues fragmenting society? Who funds them? What is the
political foundation? What is the Frankfurt School?

Ideological issues
 What is behind Postmodernism?
 How did epistemology get perverted?
 What is behind the underlying attack on Christianity and Christian values in society?
 What is truth; is it absolute?
 What is Wokeism; how did it originate? How pervasive is it?
 What is Critical Race Theory? Is it logical? Is it historical?
 How far has the education system been infiltrated by Socialism?
 When and how did Marxism morph into Cultural Marxism? Who were the pioneers?
Attacks on society
 Why are there cross-cross grid cloud patterns in the sky (impossible for normal aircraft
activity)?
 Why are high levels of harmful man-made chemicals and substances being found in soil
and water in all habitats?
 Why is food filled with harmful products that cause cancer (such as High Fructose Corn
Syrup, transfats, seed oils or aspartame)?
 Why is processed salt harmful but sea salt is not?
 How much Glysophate is present in food products, which causes cancer? What
percentage of Americans have Glysophate in their bodies? Has Glysophate been found
present in mother’s milk?
 What is in the Covid vaccine?
 What did the publication of the Pfizer vaccine trial data show about being ‘safe and
effective’? Was there any data on pregnant women? How many participants died?
 Why is there a massive spike in non-Covid deaths, particularly in young boys?
 Why are fit athletes falling dead on the playing field?
 What causes the massive blood clots being found in vaccinated people?
 Why is there a massive rise in myocarditis, especially in young boys?
 What do the VAERS data, the Yellow Card report data and the EudraVigilance data tell
us? How many people died from the vaccine? How many adverse events have there
been?
 What does the Harvard Pilgrim Home study tell us? What is the multiplier for vaccine
adverse events? What does the MHRA say the multiplier is?
 Why have vaccine manufacturers been given indemnity from litigation for adverse
reactions?
 Do Covid vaccines offer safety from catching Covid or stop you transmitting it?
 How many doctors and doctor associations are critical of the vaccine programme?
 How many British doctors have been suspended or sacked for opposing the Covid and
Covid vaccine narrative?
 How many people have been arrested for not complying with the demands of
transgender people (e.g. using a nonsense pronoun)?
 How many people can identify the claimed 100 different genders?
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Do you know about the massive medical dangers associated with transgender
medication and surgery? [Puberty blockers can cause osteoporosis, surgery can cause
cancer, and transitioning often causes depression and suicide.]
Do you know how much money is being made by the transgender agenda? Who is
becoming rich by it?
What do you know about transhumanism? Do you understand the dangers associated
with this programme?
Why are people being encouraged to eat synthetic meat and insects? Did you know that
both can cause medical harm?29 Did you know that eating insects is contrary to God’s
law?
What is the EMF level when charging an electric vehicle? Is it dangerous?
Is 5G safe? What do the superconductors do in the 5G masts? What is the microwave
frequency? Is this safe? What has been the effects on residents near 5G masts in test
areas, such as Gateshead? What happened to birds in test areas in Belgium?
Why have pharmaceutical companies been convicted and given massive fines?

Elite organisations
 What is the Council on Foreign Relations? Who started it? What impact does it have?
 What are the origins of the CIA? What does it do?
 What is the Bilderberger Group? Who started it and why? Who funds it? What effect
has it had on the actions of Britain? Which MPs were invited to this year’s meeting?
 What is the Club of the Isles? What does it do?
 What is the Club of Rome? Who originated it? What effect does it have on Britain?
 What is the Bank of International Settlement? What does it do?
 Who really controls the Bank of England (clue: it is not the government)?
 What is the City of London? Who controls the Square Mile? What is its political status?
What does it control?
 What is the Trilateral Commission? What effect does it have on Britain. Who are the
members? What British MPs are in this group?
 What is the Atlantic Council? What effect does it have?
 What effect does the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation have on Britain?
 What effect does the Rockefeller Foundation have on Britain?
 What is Freemasonry? How many people in the British establishment are Freemasons?
What royals are Freemasons? Who is the top British Freemason?
 What is Rosicrucianism?
 What is Common Purpose? What effect does this have on British institutions? How
many establishment leaders are CP graduates?

Why understanding this is important
If someone is attacking you then it is wise to take some action. The genius of the Elite is
that they deceive you that everything is normal and you are not under attack, when in fact
you are.
In actuality you are under attack from every quarter. Your children are under psychological
attack at school and university. You aged relatives are under attack for their lives in care
homes and hospitals. The air that you breathe is toxic. The water you drink is toxic. The
29
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food you eat is toxic. The way you cook is probably toxic. 30 The products you use in your
home are toxic. Electrical appliances emit EMF radiation, which is toxic. 5G is highly
toxic.31 Most medicines have serious adverse effects. The hospital system is in a state of
collapse. The fire service has been reduced to dangerous levels. The police are utterly
corrupt and out of control. The justice system is corrupt. The armed services have been
stripped out and we currently have no effective defence capability.32
However, the biggest threat is to your mind and this is the attack upon truth and ethical
principles. These attacks come from every quarter: the television, the news, social media,
education curricula, mainstream opinions, the medical system, books, lectures, seminars,
conferences and more. The continual attack by the Elite on your mind is effective; most
people have been completely brainwashed and cannot think for themselves. They are
drones asleep at the wheel. Your mind is under attack every day and it needs resilience and
perseverance to combat this; but first you must realise that you are under attack.
Everybody is lamenting that the world has gone mad, or that people have become
ruthlessly evil, or that young people are whimpering victims unable to deal with minor
offences, or that nothing in society is working properly. All this is true but people are
failing to see why this is happening and how it is being worked out. All the time that people
fail to see this, then there is no hope for them. They will continue to be victims of the Elite
until it is too late.
The Elite are deliberately destroying society; it is part of a plan going back many decades;
even 100 years. You need to understand this in order to defend yourself properly. Only the
blindest sceptic can fail to see that society is being deliberately destroyed from within.

Conclusion
I have pointed to more than enough reasons to accept the fact that there is a global
conspiracy that is implementing an ancient plan of the Devil. Christians that fail to
understand this fail to understand even the basic principles of spiritual warfare. While
pretending that they are engaging in spiritual warfare, such as by Charismatic demonic
nonsense, they are willing victims to mind control every day, perpetrated by pawns of
Satan. They are deluded and will get more deluded. 33 They need to repent and search for
the truth. They are especially guilty for not protecting their children.
It is interesting that more and more of the secular awakened that see this global conspiracy
and are trying to do something about it locally (such as protect children) are turning to
Christianity (the Delingpole brothers are a good example). This is an opportunity for
Christians to be equally awakened and evangelise these people properly and form an army

30 It

certainly is if you use a microwave oven or cook with seed oils.
I analyse this situation in my paper, ‘The Toxic Warfare’ to be published DV.
32 Note that the Navy has spent millions on diversity issues but its new biggest warship (a carrier) has no
aircraft that can land on it and on its maiden voyage to a war game in America its prop shaft seriously broke
down after getting as far as the Isle of Wight from Portsmouth. Insiders tell us that the Navy is in a state of
collapse and cannot build or refit ships properly – but millions are spent on diversity programmes.
33 2 Thess 2:9-12,’The coming of the lawless one is according to the working of Satan, with all power, signs,
and lying wonders, and with all unrighteous deception among those who perish, because they did not receive
the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this reason God will send them strong delusion, that
they should believe the lie, that they all may be condemned who did not believe the truth but had pleasure in
unrighteousness’.
31
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of awake saints. Instead, most churchgoers are just asleep and focusing on enjoying a
church social life. Wake up! God requires an army, not sermon fodder.

Ask the LORD for rain In the time of the latter rain. The LORD will make
flashing clouds; He will give them showers of rain, Grass in the field for
everyone. For the idols speak delusion; the diviners envision lies, and tell
false dreams; they comfort in vain. Therefore the people wend their way
like sheep; they are in trouble because there is no shepherd. My anger is
kindled against the shepherds, and I will punish the goatherds. Zech 10:1-3
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